EK Bharat Shrestha Bharat

Event 1:

Present Staff & attendee- All staff including Teaching & Non Teaching staff & students.
Event about:- Celebration of Marathi Rajbhasha Din.
Venue: Class Room.
Reason: Celebration of marathi rajbhasha din.
Information in brief about the event:
On 27th Feb 2020 the day got celebrated as a Marathi rajbhasha din in the institute in this regional/traditional occasion many points get evolved in front of us in debating event. As this occasion is celebrated as on the name of Great poet Mr. V.V. shirwadkar’s birthdate. As in this occasion many speaker spoke about the Marathi as an rajbhasha (language of Maharashtra) and celebrated this din as a proud for everyone leaving in Maharashtra.
The event got turning point at the time of debate as every language carrying equal weightage as of other also hence there should be
   a. Unity in diversified language.
   b. Unity through diversified languages/regional languages.
   c. Unity through different rajbhasha din.
   d. Celebration of everyone’s traditional/regional language.
   e. Each language carries equal weightage which uniformly shape up one country that is non other than one whole India.

Many students participated in it as well as after felicitation speaker’s expresses their thoughts regarding language as a rajbhasha and innovative speeches.
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Event 2:

Swachha Bharat Abhiyan, Chakan rally

Present Staff & attendee- All staff including Teaching & Non Teaching staff & students.
Event about:- Swachha bharat chakan rally.
Venue: Rally from Institute to Shivaji vidyamandir.
Reason: Swachh Bharat message through rally.
Information in brief about the event:
To spread message of Swachh Bharat Abhiyan through rally from Institute to Shivaji Vidyamandir with the students of Institute. As per the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan started by Hon. PM Narendra Modi with the Inspiration from Father of nation Mr. Mahatma Gandhi Institute arranged one rally from Institute to Shivaji Vidyamandir, Chakan which also give sign of unity in collection by the student. Also in that rally event various small activities like waste management, Cleanliness habits got taught by all the dignitaries to the students which also give lessons of unity towards nation i.e. ek bharat shrestha bharat.
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